
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The brief 
 

The Switch hired Collings & Monney as their media buying agency to redefine their advertisement 

strategy, negotiate advertisement deals on their behalf, and handle the relationships with the 

various media outlets selected. Specifically, we were tasked to use our insider knowledge of the 

renewable energy publishing sector to secure high value advertisement packages, with a 

requirement to increase the cost efficiency of their advertising activities. 

 

The service 
 

Our first step was to review The Switch’s previous advertisement activities and identify what could 

be optimised or improved in view of their broader marketing strategy. We also identified the 

relevant target media to advertise with, based on The Switch’s target audiences, and the media 

readership data and figures.  

Working within the specific budget provided by the Switch, we then produced an informed 

advertising strategy, which was validated by the client. 

The second step is to buy the advertisement space on behalf of The Switch. We become their single 

point of contact for all of their advertisement requirements, with all activities covered by one 

contract and one invoice. This allows for a significant reduction of The Switch’s administrative 

burden. We manage their advertisement schedule, and provide a report on their ad performances 

each month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact us:  Ekow Monney, Accounts Director,  ekow@collings-monney.com, +44 208 679 1503 

Case Study 

ET solar product launch at Ecobuild 2012 

 

“Giving Collings &Monney the media buying was an afterthought and really just an extension of 

the relationship we already had. Their offer was cost-free and the service interesting so I figured 

we had nothing to lose. I was very surprised when they managed to negotiate better prices, 

positions and sizes than those we already had and am very glad we did make the decision to 

bring them in.”  Jussi Vanhanen, Sales and Marketing Director, The Switch 
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